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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

After analyzing this film, finally writer went to the conclusions that presented 

as follows: 

1. The five types of oppressions were occurred in “12 Years a Slave” Movie. 

They are powerlessness, exploitation, marginalization, culture imperialism 

and violence.  

2. The slaves also fought for resisting. There were four resistances were 

shown toward the oppressions. They are revolt, radicalism, asking for help 

and religion. 

3. Racism which guided into slavery had big impact either for the slaves or 

white Americans. This could be concluded that the main reason why this 

issued happened because the stigma which spread quickly and got worse 

day by day. Slavery could happen to everybody who was racist since it did 

not recognize the place, condition or human rights. It also could not be 

denied that racism brought into the destruction to the harmonization of 

human. It created some sides of being inferior and the other side of being 

superior. 

4. As what Salomon experienced in his true story made us aware that there 

was still a light for finally getting free from racist deed around us. It also 

encouraged us to be braver to open our mouth and mind if it was not true 

or fail. Even though so, if someone who really wanted to keep the justice 
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5. it would be even it did. Salomon who never gave up for defending his 

position finally being brave to mount his strength which finally got his 

justice.  

 

B. Suggestion 

There are several suggestions could offer to the readers, which are: 

1. Racism which was happened because of skin color could not be a measure 

to decide someone’s trait. People should not judge someone because of 

skin color since no one could decide and prove color differences the 

certain decision to become human. All human are same as God’s creation. 

2. Those who ever experienced racism should not let the oppressor ruin their 

mind, they should be brave to open up their mind, keep their head up 

against those oppression. They should believe there was still light for 

finally getting free, the only thing need just being brave. Not to mention 

Salomon who never gave up and finally got his freedom after 12 years. 

3. Racism issue was quite important to study since it would enlarge 

someone’s mind about being racist and judged someone upon it. 

Everybody should be aware to this global issue. 

4. As in Indonesia as multicultural country needed to learn more how to unite 

in those diversity. Indonesia should create an awareness and openness to 

those differences. This also would be a reminder for Indonesia which ever 

experienced the same racist issue when 1998.  
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5. Other researchers are suggested to make a more depth analysis of racism in 

other objects. 

6. The last, differences are power.                          

            

 

 

 

 


